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Lily lived in Cloud Castle with King Ocean-Claw, Queen Luna and Fire-Claw. Each wolf had a special power.
Lily was a Flower Wolf which meant she could heal other wolves using plants. Fire-Claw gave the castle heat. The weather was controlled by Queen Lum. King Ocean-Claw controlled the Ocean.
One day Lily was picking flowers when she saw Spit-Fire, a dragon, who lived in the Fire Castle. She was afraid of him because he was a dragon. She had never seen one before.
But she thought it would be fun to friends. He had a scratch on his back. So Lily gave Spit-Fire a healing flower. Lily said, "Eat it. The flower will heal the scratch on your back."
He said, "OK! Really?"

So he ate the flower:

The flower healed Spit-Fire. He was so confused, but he was good with it. Spit-Fire thanked Lily and said, "You're my new friend!"
Lily was ecstatic! She hoped that she and Spit-Fire could be best friends some day!

The End